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SUMMARY 

Geological and physical work on the Mt. Mill&an Property in 1997 consisted of 
examination of selected drill core Corn the MRX Zone and re-stacking core boxes. Theft of the 
treated 4x4’s used to construct core racks, and attendant dumping of the core, necessitated the 
dismantling of racks and piling core into “dead stacks”. 

Examination of core Corn the MBX Zone was done to determine if there was a noticeable 
structural control to mineralization. A total of 148 m of core from 11 drill holes was examin& 
yielding mixed results. Although some directional control was observed in the form of 
mineralized fault zones and sulpbide-bearing fractures in dominantly steep/vertical orientations, it 
was not possible to conclude with certainty that there is a sigmficant structural orientation 
controlling grade. 

Petrographic examina tion of twenty polished sections of samples collected from the 
intervals of interest also produced inconclusive results, Strong sulphide fabrics were not 
observed, but weak to moderate alignment of sulphide mesh textures and alignment of stdphides 
in strongly banded trachytic rocks are present. Gold was observed in and nesr sulphides and 
magnetite, but does not exhibit clear directional control by veins or fractures. 

The possibility of broad scale structural controls cannot be ruled out, but the evidence 
observed in this study does not justify further drilling only to explore that possibility. It is 
recommended that any future drill programs for metallurgical sampling include detailed logging 
and sampling procedures to quantify the relationship between sulphide-bearing structures and 
copper and gold grades. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

During the 1997 field season, PIacer Dome Canada Limited conducted a program of drill 
core stacking and geological examination of old core from the Ml3X Zone. Core stacking was 
conducted in an effort to deter vandals Tom dumping core in their pursuit of the treated 4x4’s out 
of which the core racks were constructed. Examination of 148 m of MHX Zone core and the 
subsequent petrographic study of 20 polished thin sections were done to determine if there is an 
observable directional control to mineralization. 

Physical work was conducted over the period of July 22”d through August 2”; geological 
field work was conducted on July 22” and July 23d; petrographic work was done August 9’ and 
10”. AU field work was conducted or super&d by G. Ditaon; petrography was done by R. 
Wells. 

1.1 Location and Access 

The Mt. Milligan property is 65 km west-southwest of Mackenzie, B.C., and 95 
km north of Fort St. James, on NT’S map sheet 93N/Ol (Figure 1). Coordinates sre 
latitude 55” 7.5’ N and longitude 124” 1’ W; UTM 61085OON and 4345OOB. 

Access to the core storage site at Heidi Lake is by 32 km of paved roads east and 
south of Mackenzie, 88 km of active logging roads (Pinlay North, Finlay Philip West, and 
Philip North), and 7.6 km of inactive logging road. 

1.2 Topow-aphv and Vefzetation 

The western portion of the claims cover an approximately north-south trending 
topographic high which has been dissected by east-west valley. The valleys dram both 
weat to Suschona Creek and east to Rainbow Creek, which flows northeasterly across the 
southeastern portion of the claims. The eastern sector is largely low lying, underlain by a 
blanket of glacial debris characterized by drumlins, eskers and other glacial features. 
Local relief is up to of 300 m, ranging from 1050 m in the east to 1500 m in the west. 

The entire property is below treeline. Vegetation consists of dense growth of pine, 
fir, spruce, balsam, alder and aspen. The area over the MBX, 66 and Southern Star Zones 
has been logged. 

1.3 Work History 

The area was prospected as early as 1937, but no serious work was done until 
1972 when Pechiney Development Ltd. conducted induced polarization, geochemistry and 
a 5-hole drill program. The property was dormant until 1983 when Selco Inc. did 
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extensive geochemical work which identified a Au-As anomaly east of Heidi Lake. Selco 
amalgamated with BP Resources Canada Limited in 1984. In that same year, R. Haslinger 
staked claims on adjacent ground, which BP then optioned. Extensive geological, 
geochemical, lithogeochemical, magnetic, induced polarization and trenching work was 
done by BP until 1986, when Lincoln Resources Inc. optioned the property. Lincoln’s 
twelfth drill hole was the first to intersect the MBX Zone in 1987. Lincoln later 
reorganized to become United Lincoln Resources Inc., and then amalgamated with 
Continental Gold Corp in 1989. Drill hole 199 was the first to intersect the Southern Star 
Zone later that year. Placer Dome Inc. purchased the property in 1990, did extensive in- 
fill and step-out drilling, and completed a Pre-Feasibility Study in 1991. There has been 
little work done on the property since that tune. 

1.4 Summarv of Work Done 

The 1997 geological work program consisted of examination of 25 intervals. of 
varying lengths in 11 separate drill holes in the MBX Zone. Selection of intervals was 
restricted by the availability of drill core, but was largely chosen in areas where grades 
were high enough that gross structures and sulphide distribution could be easily 
distinguished. Twenty core specimens were collected for polished thin section 
examination. 

The 1997 physical work program consisted of dismantling and dead-stacking 18 
core racks. Four-by-four posts were piled neatly away from the racks; three empty racks 
were left standing. Empty core boxes were burned. 

1.5 Claim Status 

The Phil and Heidi claims (Figure 2) sre wholly owned by Placer Dome Canada 
Limited of Vancouver, British Columbia. A detailed list of claims that make up the Mt. 
Mill&n Property is as follows: 

ClainiName units 
Phil 1 20 
Phil 8 20 
Phil 9 20 
Phil 10 8 
Phil 11 a 
Phil 12 a 
Phil 21 a 
Phil 22 18 
Phil 23 20 : 
Phil 24 18 
Phil 25 18 
Phil 26 12 
Phil 26 Fr 1 
Phil 23 20 
Heidi It1 20 
Heidi #2 20 
Heidi 3 16 

Exnirv Date 
i998/02/28 
1998/12/29 
1998/12/29 
2OOl/l2/29 
~ssaflzfas 
1998/l2/29 
1998/09/10 
2001/09/10 
2001/09/10 
2001/09/10 
~99afosf~o 
2001/09/10 
l998/09/10 
1998/Q3/05 
1999/04/26 
1998/04/26 
1998/04/26 
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Record No. 
238619 
238738 
238739 
238740 
238741 
238742 
238887 
238888 
238882 
238883 
238884 
238885 
238886 
238928 
238777 
238778 
238779 





Heidi 4 20 1998/06/20 238908 
Milligan 1 8 1998/09/04 240125 
Hilligan 2 20 1998/09/07 240124 
Milligan 4 20 1998/09/07 240122 
Milligan 5 20 199s/09/07 240121 
Milligan 6 20 2001/09/05 240120 
Milligan 7 20 2001/09/05 240119 
Milligan 3 20 ZOOl/OS/OS 240123 
Milligan 8 20 2001/03/05 240118 
Milligan 9 20 2001/03/05 240117 
Milligan 10 12 2001/09/06 240116 
Rainbow 1 20 2001/09/02 240112 
Rainbow 2 20 2001/09/02 240113 
Rainbow 3 20 2001/09/03 240114 
Rainbow 4 20 2001/09/03 240115 
Rainbow 5 5 2001/06/10 242119 
Rainbow 6 4 2001/06/12 242148 
Rainbow 7 1 2001/06/12 242149 
Rainbow 8 10 2001/06/25 242232 
Rainbow 9 10 2001/06/25 242233 
Rainbow 3 Fr. 1 2001/05/25 242095 
see 1 8 2001/04/03 241817 
See 2 18 2001/04/03 241818 
See 3 20 2001/04/03 241819 
See 3 Fr. 1 2002/03/26 243300 
See 4 20 2001/04/01 241820 
See 5 20 2001/04/03 241821 
see 6 18 2001/04/03 241822 
See 7 20 2001/04/03 241823 
See 8 16 2001/04/01 241824 
see 9 20 2001/04/03 241825 
See 10 20 2001/04/04 241826 
See 11 20 2001/04/04 241827 
See 12 20 2001/04/01 241828 
See 13 18 2001/04/04 241829 
see 14 20 2001/04/04 241830 
See 15 20 2001/04/01 241831 
See 16 20 2001/04/04 241832 
See 19 16 2001/04/04 241833 
See 20 1 2001/04/01 241834 
see 21 1 2001/04/01 241835 
see 22 1 2001/04/02 241836 
See 23 1 2001/04/01 241837 
See 24 1 2001/04/01 241838 
See 25 1 2001/04/01 241839 
See 26 18 2001/04/04 241840 
See 27 20 2001/04/04 241841 
See 50 5 2002/03/26 243301 
Skud 18 2001/09/08 240126 
sev 1 2002/07/16 302485 
EZULOlly 4 2002/07/13 302473 

2.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY (Figure 3) 

The Mt. Milligan property is within the Triassic-Jurassic island arc Quesnel Terrane. 
Intrusions associated with mineralization are coeval (182-183 Ma) with surrounding Takla Group 
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volcanic rocks. In the vicinity of the deposit, the Witch L&e and Chuchi Lake Formations form 
the core of the volcanic complex, and are flanked and underlain by sedimentary rocks of the 
Inzana Lake and Rainbow Creek Formations (Nelson et al., 1992). Crowded feldspar-porphyritic 
monzonite stocks and dykes associated with mineralization form small magnetic highs on the 
southern flank of a large northwesterly-trending regional magnetic high which extends 10 km 
from the MBX Zone to Mount Milligan peak. 

3.0 PROPERTY GEOLOGY (Figure 4) 

,The property is largely underlain by latitic, andesitic to basaltic and trachytic volcanic 
rocks of the Witch Lake Formation. These units generally trend north-northwesterly and dip 
moderately to steeply to the east. Major mineralization occurs in and adjacent to the MBX and 
Southern Star Stocks, which are both monzonite. Trachyte, monzonite and diorite postmineral 
dykes are common; at least one set of these dykes is Cretaceous (Sketchley, et al., 1995). At least 
four episodes of faulting have affected the deposit area, the earliest of which is the shallow 
easterly-dipping, bedding-parallel Rainbow Fault. Also important are east-northeasterly trending 
cross-faults, and northwesterly-trending, steep easterly-dipping faults which separate the MBX 
from the Southern Star stocks and dissect the Southern Star Stock. The north-northwesterly 
trending Great Eastern Fault is a regional structure which truncates mineralization and juxtaposes 
Takla Group volcanic rocks against Early Tertiary rocks to the east. 

The MBX and Southern Star stocks both dip moderately to the west. The MBX Stock is 
somewhat cylindrical and approximately 400 m in diameter. An elongate, bowl-shaped monzonite 
body up to 50 m thick, called the Rainbow Dyke, protrudes from the footwall of the MBX Stock. 

The Rainbow Dyke is locally parallel to stratigraphy, locally occupies the plane of the Rainbow 
Fault, and locally cross-cuts stratigraphy at a high angle. The Southern Star Stock is a 200-500 m 
thick, tabular body which has been traced over an 800 m length, and which forks at its northern 
end. Both intrusions are crowded porphyries with up to 70% l-10 mm phenocrysts in a fine 
grained to aphanitic groundmass. 

Mineralization on the eastern side of the ME3X Stock j, largely hosted by volcanic rocks in 
the MBX and 66 Zones. The MBX Zone is a Cu-Au assemblage characterized by pyrite and 
chalcoprite and minor bon&e accompanied by biotitic potassic alteration. Highest grade 
mineralization in the MBX Zone is closest to the contact of the stock, diminishing with distance 
from it. Toward the southeast, where propylitic alteration becomes prominent, chalcopyrite 
decreases to weak-to-negligible levels and Au values increase in the Au-only 66 Zone. 

In the MBX Zone, chalcopyrite, pyrite, bomite and magnetite are all present. 
Chalcopyrite is reported to be accompanied locally by pyrite to form coarse=sulphide aggregates. 
Bornite is said to be associated with higher gold concentrations and to occur exclusively in 
potassically-altered volcanics as blebs and disseminations in lens-shaped zones close to the 
footwall contact of the stock (Sketchley, et al., 1995). All sulphides and magnetite occur in both 
veinlets and disseminations, and there are indications that disseminations are volumetrically more 
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important. There has been no detailed study of the distribution of sulphides and Au in the MBX 
Zone, and drill logs are generally descriptive in nature. 

4.0 DlSTRIBUTION OF SULPHIDES AND GOLD IN THE MBX ZONE 

4.1 Macroscopic Examination of Drill Core 

Table I contains detailed observations on a total of 148.01 m of core from 11 drill 
holes in the MBX Zone. The following conclusions were made relative to directional 
controls for sulphides: 

Metres Control Direction 

53.55 
6.00 

29.70 
5.65 

17.40 
4.70 
4.75 
5.00 

21.26 
148.01 

No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Possible 
Possible 
Possible 
Possible 
unknown 

faults of unknown orientation 
low angle to core axis 
low to moderate angle to core axis 
low angle to core axis 
low to moderate angle to core axis 
60 degrees to core axis 
Unknown orientation 

Twenty-eight percent of the core contains variable proportions of sulphides which 
exhibit directional control, either in faults or in sulphide-bearing fractures with prefemed 
orientations. Thirty-six percent clearly has no observable directional controL, and 22% 
may have a directional control. It was not possible to determine whether or not a control 
exists in 14% of the core observed. These statistics are only a summary of observations; 
they do not represent generalizations that can be applied to mineralization, since the core 
examined is not statistically representative. However, it may be significant that the most 
commonly observed directional controls were oriented at low angles to (vertical) core 
axes. 

Sulphide-bearing fractures are most commonly hairline to 1 mm thick. Sulphides 
are generally discontinuous along fractures, rarely extending more than * few centimetres 
along each fracture, Disseminated sulphides are commonly present in addition to fracture- 
controlled sulphides, and locally may represent the majority of the total sulphide content. 
Quartz-feldspar-pyrite-chalcopyrite veins and very fme grained pyrite veinlets are 
uncommon, but probably influence grade locally. 
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TABLE I. Mt. Milllgan - Intervals Examined July 2124,1997 by G. Dltson 

‘S~phide-beariw kadure aientatiom are relattistotha cm axk (rfa);Icm (O-30), mod (306X hi(B(tW 
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TABLE I. Mt. Milllgan - Intervals Examined July 23-24,1997 by G. Ditson 
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TABLE I. Mt. Mllllgan - Intervals Examined July 23-24,1997 by 0. Dltson 
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4.2 Petroeraphy 

Twenty samples were collected for polished thin section examinations (Table II). 
These were examined by Ron C. Wells with an emphasis on gold and its association with 
sulphides and structures. Mr. Wells’ complete report is attached as Appendix I, and is 
summarized below. 

Gold in the l-30 micron size range was observed in 11 of the 20 samples 
examined. Opaque minerals present in polished thin sections are chalcopyrite, pyrite, 
bornite and magnetite, all of which were observed in association with gold. Chalcopyrite, 
present in every section, occurs as individually disseminated grains, grain aggregates, and 
as local fracture veinlets, forming mesh textures in many samples where all modes are 
present. At least two generations of pyrite are present, occurring as disseminated grains, 
aggregates or discontinuous veinlets. Early pyrite commonly contains chalcoppite 
veinlets, whereas later pyrite may contain chalcopyrite, pyrite and rare gold inclusions. 
Bomite, present only in pyrite-poor samples, occurs as rims and envelopes to chalcopyrite 
grains, commonly with significant magnetite. Both bornite and chalcopyrite occur in a late 
quartz vein in one sample. Magnetite occurs as disseminations, grain aggregates, or as 
coarse grained dismembered veinlets, and commonly contains chalcoppite either as 
inclusions or interstitially. Magnetite is also observed to occur disseminated along bands 
(with or without chalcopyite) in well-banded trachyte. 

Most samples contain 6acture controlled sulphides, but strong sulphide fabrics 
were not observed. Local weak to moderate alignment of mesh textures were observed, 
but sulphide-bearing fracture veinlets are commonIy variably oriented and broken up. 
Strongly banded rocks (e.g.. trachyte) exhibit predictable alignment along bands. 

Gold was observed with chalcopyrite as inclusions and at grain boundaries, at 
chalcopyrite-bornite, chalcopyrite-pyrite, and magnetite-pyrite grain boundaries, in a 
chalcopyrite veinlet in pyrite, as inclusions ln coarse pyrite, and in silicates proximal to 
coarse pyrite. Late quartz veins with abundant chalcopyrite and lesser bomite do not 
appear to host gold, nor do late chlorite- or carbonate-filled fractures. 

5.0 CORE STACKING 

Drill core in racks 19-31 and 33-36 was dead-stacked into piles approximately 1 m high 
(Figure 5). The 12-foot long 4x4 timbers were largely piled neatly out of the way of the drill 
core, but three empty racks were left standing. All empty core boxes were burned. Four of the 
stacks (29-31 and 47) had been dismantled by vandals shortly before this program began, and core 
had been stacked haphazardly off to the sides, The core in these stacks is therefore not in order, 
is probably mined up between stacks, and some is deftitely missing because a couple of the 
vandals’ stacks had tipped over. 
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TABLE II. Mt. Milligan - Drill Core Specimens for Polished Thln Sectlons; July, 1997 

1 9450 1 89-291 1 146.70 1 sulphide Mebs/disseminations parallel to banding (20” da) and 60 
M no r,?,, I 

9425 90-615 73.85 Disseminated and fracture filling py, cp; fractures 30 and 60’ da 85 
9525 90-625 80.40 A 2.5 cm wide qzcpy vein 60’ cJa 0 
9525 90-625 81 .OO About 4% fine-med grained disseminated py 90 

-a-.-. -’ -ydiieminations, blebs and minor fracture fillings 
90 9525 90-625 

I;~1%OO;;;;;i266.~~~~~ “, . . . y -., Ie; 1 lame 4~ fracture fillino; 1 w  fracture fillina 
,50g0 Trachyte bands 30” c/a; disseminated py; interval grades 8.15 g!f 

I 

I I 
35 

I I I I 

9500 90-630 
,50.25 Fne grained disseminated py in trachyte; minor fracture cr. I 

fi~~mnchr&inlak ,.- ,, ,~-. _. ..,A with py, cpy; interval grades 8.15 @‘I Au 
“I 

w  -“---Yated and dustered fine grained py. cp and 1 main 

.-, , __._ re fillinFl/veinlet 450 c/a; interval orades 8.19 a/t Au 
35 

== ~;=~rnated py and cpy; 1 haidine quay fracture filling 
25 

I I I”. 
9525 1 90-635 1 142.20 1 Abundant disseminated py and minor py fracture fillings 45” c/a 90 

I e thy py, cpy; 1 large mag duster; very fg py 
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It was not possible to restack all of the drill core during the field program Racks 2-18 are 
still standing, but it is hoped that the effort to move the other stacks, which block their access, 
and a newly dug trench across the main road near the core racks, will be enough to deter vandals. 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Macroscopic examination of drill core reveaIed that some copper mineralization in the 
MBX Zone may be locally controlled by steeply-dipping sulphide-bearing fractures. Strongly 
banded rocks, especially trachyte, also tend to host sulphides along banding. Petrographic 
examination of 20 core samples did not reveal strong sulphide fabrics, but local weak to moderate 
alignment of mesh textures is present. St&hide-bearing fracture veinlets observed in polished thin 
sections are commonly variably-oriented and discontinuous. The only fracture observed to 
contain gold was a chalcoprite veinlet within f+acture#brecciated pyrite. 

No definite visible directional control to mineralization was observed, but there is evidence 
that the presence of such controls cannot be ruled out. The fact that some of the core examined 
exhibits a preferential orientation subparallel to the vertical core axes suggests that steeply- 
dipping panels of fractures could be present. Locally aligned mesh textures observed in polished 
thin sections may also be indicative of such controls. 

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although steep structural controls cannot be ruled out, the evidence is not strong enough 
to justify a drill program for the sole purpose of proving or disproving the possibility. However, 
it is strongly recommended that any future drilling (e.g., for metallurgical sampling) include 
orientation of drill core and a detailed core logging and assay program to track the presence of 
oriented sulphide-bearing fractures and their relationship to both Cu and Au grades. 
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STATEMENT OF COSTS 

Mt. Milligdn Property - Phil and Heidi Claims 

Labour (Salary and Benefits) 

G. Ditson, Project Geologist, 14 days @$35O/day 
R. Wells, Consultant, 2 days @$SOO/day 
P. Watt, Technician, 15 days @$235/day 
R. Hiidson, Assistant Technician, 15 days @$150/day 

Site Costs 

Room & Board in Mackenzie (8 person-days @$73.6O/day) 
Trailer and equipment rental (Kamloops Geological Services; 14 days @$50/day) 
Meals (in Mackenzie) - 8 person-days 
Camp Groceries 
Radio Rental (2 weeks) 
Satellite Telephone Rental 
Field Supplies 

Vehicle Expenses 

Truck Rental (Kamloops Geological Services; 3/J ton, 4x4; 15 days @$75/day) 
Gasoline and taxis 

Sample Preparation 

20 polished thin sections prepared by Vancouver Petrographics 

Report Preparation 

Kamloops Geological Services Ltd 
G. Ditson (5 days @$350/day) 

4goo.03 
1,oxm 
3525.00 
2.250.00 

588.80 
700.00 

139.62 
784.90 
68.40 

568.86 
197.25 

1,125.OO 
638.44 

839.95 

475.00 
1.750.00 

TOTAL % 19,551.22 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, Gwendolen May Ditson, of the municipality of Kamloops, British Columbia, do hereby 
certify that: 

1. I am a graduate of the University of Southern California, where I received a B.S. in 
Geology in 1974, and of the University of British Columbia where I received an M.Sc. in Geology 
in 1978. 

2. I have practiced my profession part-time since 1976, and full-time since 1978. 

3. I am a member in good standing of the Association of Professional Engineers and 
Geoscientists of the Province of British Columbia. 

4. I am a member in good standing of the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. 

4. I am currently employed by Placer Dome Canada Limited, and was responsible for the 
field program on the Mt. Milligan Property during 1997. 

Date Gwendolen May Ditson, F’Geo. 
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KAMLOOPS GEOLOGICAL SERVICES LTD. 

910 HEATHERTON COURT 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. 

VlS lP9 

Telephone 828-2585 
Fax No. 3721012 

TO: G. Ditson, Placer Dome Canada 

FROM: R.C. Wells, P.Geo., FGAC, Consulting Geologist 

RE: Petrographic Study of samples from the MBX Zone - Mt. Milligan 

DATE: August 11. 1997 
______________-_________________________-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INTRODUCTION 

A suite of 20 polished thin sections from the Mt. Milligan copper-gold MBX Zone were 
submitted by Gwen Ditson. This forms part of a current study on possible directional controls on 
gold mineralization. The samples were from mineralized intervals grading between 1 .O and 
229.0 g/t gold, 0.437 and 1.610% copper from 1989-90 drill core. A total of 9 holes from the 
MBX Zone were sampled. Petrographic examinations were requested for all samples with an 
emphasis put on gold grains and their mode of occurrence. 

PROCEDURE 

All of the samples were examined in cut blocks and polished thin section using binocular 
and petrpgraphiclmetallurgical microscopes (respectively). Short descriptions were made 
regarding host rocks, alteration, opaque assemblages and gold grains (when observed). These 
are presented in a summary form within the appended table. 

Fine gold grains in the 1 to 30 micron size range were observed in 11 of the 20 sections. 
A longer search would have revealed more grains but was not possible due to time limitations. 



Because of the gold’s fine grain size, colour and common proximity to chalcopyrite, photography 
was difficult. 

COMMENTS ON LITHOLOGIES, ALTERATION AND OPAQUE ASSEMBLAGES 

The samples represent a suite of variably potassic altered feldspar rich flows and 
possible intrusive rocks. Both fine feldspar and hornblende porphyries are indicated. It is 
however impossible to determine the proportions of original and hydrothermal K-feldspar. 
Suggested original compositions are in the latite (trachyandesite) to trachyte range(?). Remnant 
(strong flow aligned) trachytic textures are fairly common. Brecciation is also suggested in some 
samples, this may be original (autobreccias, tuffs) or hydrothermal. Sample 90-640-79.65m is a 
possible example of a hydrothermal breccia. 

Alteration in all of the samples can be described as fairly intense and potassic with 
hydrothermal biotite, local K-feldspar and magnetite. Plagioclase where coarser commonly 
displays weak to moderate serfcite alteration. Chlorite occurs in most samples after biotite or 
amphibole (hornblende). Chalcopyrite is present in all of the samples and may occur with 
magnetite, pyrite and bornite in varying proportions. Chalcopyrite may form disseminated 
individual grains, grain aggregates (with other opaques) and local fracture veinlets. All three 
chalcopyrife modes occur in many samples producing mesh textures. Pyrite is commonly 
coarser than the chalcopyrite forming disseminated grains, small aggregates or discontinuous 
veinlets. More than one pyrite generation is often apparent. Early fractured grains frequently 
contain chalcopyrite veinlets, later grains may contain chalcopyrite, pyrite and rare gold 
inclusions. Bornite occurs in pyrite poor samples from holes 625 and 628. The bornite often 
occurs with chalcopyrite and is later, forming rims and enveloping grains. Significant magnetite 
occurs in two of these samples. Fracture fill bornite and chalcopyrite occur together in a late 
quartz vein in sample 90-625, 80.40 m. Magnetite occurs as either disseminated grains, grain 
aggregates or as dismembered veinlets where it is coarser grained with interstitial chalcopyrite 
(90-627, 218.70 m). Coarse disseminated and vein magnetite may contain chalcopyrfte 
inclusions. Some ‘trachytic’ samples contain significant disseminated magnetite in bands with or 
without chalcopyrite (89-291, 146.70 m). 

Most samples contain some sulfide which can be described as veinlet or weak fracture 
controlled. Nowhere (on a thin section scale) was a strong sulfide fabric (alignment) observed. 
Interconnecting (mesh) textures define a weak to moderate alignment locally. Magnetite and or 
pyrite and chalcopyrite veinlets within thin sections and cut blocks have variable orientation and 
frequently are broken or brecciated. Alignment of sulfides and, or magnetite does occur in 
banded samples in the form of disseminated grain concentrations. 

GOLD 

Gold grains were observed in 11 of the 20 thin sections in a variety of settings as fotlows: 

1. l-10 micron grains associated with chalcopyrite as inclusions or at grain 
boundaries. Sample 90-625,81 .O m. 

2. 5-10 micron grains at chalcopyrite-bornite grain boundary. Sample 90-625. 81 .O 
m. 



3. 12-15 micron grains at chalcopyrite-pyrite grain boundary (coarse Py). Sample 90. 
630, 155.05 m. 

4. 

5. 

l-2 micron grains in chalcopyrfte veinlet in pyrite. Sample 90-615. 73.85 m. 

430 micron grains as inclusions in coarse pyrite. Sample 90-628, 266.50 m and 
sample 90-635.140.15 m. 

6. l-3 micron grains at magnetite-pyrite grain boundary within a magnetite. 
chalcopyrite-carbonate vein. Sample 90-638, 133.70 m. 

7. 5-10 micron grains at silicate grain boundaries proximal to coarse pyrite. Sample 
90-635,140.15 m. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Gold appears to have a spatial association with chalcopyrite, bornite, coarse pyrite and 
lesser magnetite in a potassic alteration setting. Gold grains were not observed in 1. quartz 
veins (with chalcopyrfte), 2. late chlorite or carbonate fracture veinlets or 3. in silicate domains 
outside of sulfide areas. The coarsest gold observed was as 20 to 30 micron inclusions in pyrite 
in holes 628, 630 and 635. The sample from the highest grade gold interval (229.0 g/t) in hole 
291 had very fine gold grains in a chalcopyrtte rich band with mesh textures (band and fracture 
control). 

The variety of gold modes observed in the MBX Zone samples does not suggest any 
clear directional controls. Broad scale structural and, or lithological controls of copper-gold 
mineralization in this setting are however highly probable. Detailed directional fan drilling 
combined with careful geological constrained sampling is required to test these controls. 

Ronald C. Wells, P. Geo., FGAC. 



MT. MILLIGAN - PETROGRAPHY SUMMARY TABLE (To accompany report by R.C. Wells, August l&1997) 

HOLE NO. 
[METRES) 

TS. NO. 

69-291 (97.20) 

1 

GRADES HOST OPAQUES COMMENTS AU WHERE 
(original 2m sample) OBSERVED 
Au g/t:Cu% 

4.42:0390 Fine grained. patchy CPFM@> PY Diem. and irregular 2-3 micron grain in Cpy 
biotite and magneti aggregates of fine cpy + Mgt. aggregate. 
minor d&em. carb, 3.6% Cpy Patchy coarser Py. 
local chl patches. 

89-291 (146.70) 

2 

90.615 (73.65) 

3 

229.0 : 1.610 

1.00:0.610 

Mm scale banding. fine CPw-Mgt? Irregular aggregates of cpy. 2 or 3. 2-5 micron grains 
grained. Felsic bands Minor Py or Common mesh tex?ures. Local in Cpy domain 
more Cpy rich. Dark Mgt-CPY hiih angle Cpyveinlets. 
bands. fine grained wah Diiontinuous fine magnetite 
variable biitite and locel aggregates possibly broken 
chlorite. Sbongly 2-10% Mgt early veins. Minor Cpy. Also 
magnetic. l-6% cpy dksem. Rne Mgl 

Remnant feldspar PFCPY Fine to mm scale anhedral Py. Probable l-2 micron 
parphyritic textures. No Mgt diiem. and aggregates. grain within Cpy veinlet 
Fine grained, bcal Inclusions and widespree.d in coarse fractured Py. 

.trachytic groundrwss. fracture Cpy in F’y. Fine dissem 
biitite overprint. Patchy 6% Py and boal fracture controAed 
carbonate, .some 1.3% cpy (mesh) Cpy textures in silicate 
veinlets. Non magnetic. areas. 

90.625 (80.40) 

4 

2.36:0.652 Cm scale qtz vein with VEIN Cpyfilled fratires. Local (later) 
flacture controlled CpyrBomae bode at margins or as rims to 
finelmed. grained Cpy. r>Mgt Cpy. Bomb commonly occurs 
Minor carb. altered host with fracture cab. wallrocks 
wi?h patchy bictiie. fine have fine dissem. Mgt. Minor 
diisem. Mgt. 3-7% cpy asSOC’bted cpy. 

l-2% Bomite 



HOLE NO. 
(METRES) 

TS. NO. 

90625 (81 .OO) 

5 

GRADES 
(original 2m sample) 
Au g/t:Cu% 

2.36:0.852 

HOST 

Dark coloured. fine 
grained and magnetic. 
Patchy carbonate. 
biotiia and fine 
disseminated sulfides. 
Remnant porphyritic? 
textures. 

OPAQUES 

Bomifew 
Cpy d&em. 
Mat 

2-3% Born& 
l-2% CDV 

COMMENTS 

Anhedral borntie predominates 
commonly WEh Cpy as grain 
aggregates up to 1.5mm. Fine 
dissem. anhedral Mgt. 

AU WHERE 
OBSERVED 

5-10 mbron grains at 
edge of cpy near 
bomite. 

90-625 (154.90) 

6 

2.45 : 1.675 Darkcoloured, fina 
grained with dissem. 
and fracture fine to 
coarse sutEdes. Patchy 
biitile and local 
significant carbonate. 
Biotfte and carbonate 
pseudomorphs after 
phenoctwts? 

CPWPY 
Minor Mgt. 

5.8% Cpy 

Py as med-warse anhedral to 
cubic bcaliy fractured grains. 
F/M grained Cpy as anhedral 
aggregates. Commonly later 
than Py. Local Cpy veinlets. 
Minor d&em. Mgt 

90-627 (218.70) 

7 

3.87:l.OE.O Motlled. tine gralned 
with patchy biotae, 
moderate pervas’~e and 
veinlet carbonate. 
Sfrcngly magnetic wah 
‘dissem and veinlet 
magnetite (to 2mm). 
D&em. Fine sulfides. 
Local chl. patches. 

Mgb>Cpy 
.PY 

3.10% Mgt 
1.3% cpy 

Diiem. and veinlet Mgt. 
Predom. fine anhedral 
aggregates with fine Cpy. 
Dissem. anhedral Cpy locally 
86 coarser aggregates wah 
Mgt. Some large subhedral Py 
cubes to 3mm. Local Mgt 
inclusions. 



i0LE NO. GRADES HOST OPAQUES COMMENTS 
:METRES) 

AU WHERE 
(original 2m sample) 

TS. NO. 
OBSERVED 

Au g/t:Cu% 

10.627 (220.15) 2.44:0.820 Motlled. fine to finelmed Cpy S-10% Coarse patches, veinlets and 2-3. 3-10 micron grains 
grained. Patchy >> Py 

8 
bed mesh texture chabopyrite. at edges of Cpy 

disseminated and veinlet These patches include local aggregate. 
chbriie end carbonate. subhedral, fractured Py minor 
minor biotite. Weak fine Mgt. Some fine diiem. 
magnetic. D&em. and Minor Mgt anhsdral Py. 
veinlet sulfides. 

90.628 (34.75) 1.84:1.330 1 Scm quartz vein with VEIN - Cpy Vein ip 20% fracture and 
irregular contacts 

9 
diem. Cpy. Predominantly 

contain signi6cant HOST -Mgt fine. local medium grained 
fracture sulfides bcal >to.cpy Wallrocks to vein have 

If epidote. chlorite. signRant fple disseminated 
Remnant coarse anhedral Mgt which locally 
hornblende laths in host. Cpy total forms aggregates wah Cpy. 
Patchy fine biotite. local >.5% Patchy fine diem. Cpy. 
chlorite. Moderately 
magneti. Fine diem 
SUlkhS. 

30.628 (36.40) 3.27:1.120 Dark. fine grained and MgbCp~ Magnetite predominates as fine Possible v. tine micron 
magnetic with remnant -Borntie to findmsd diksem. grains 

10 
Au in BomiteKpy 

hornblende phenoclysts commonly occurring in cluster 
to 3mm. Siinihnt clusters. Coarser Mgt has fine 
patchy carbonate, local Bomite +Cpy Cpy inclusbns Cpy with Bomite 
biotite. Feldspathic -I -3% may form interseal grains in 
background minor these areas Bomb and Cpy 
quartz. may form diem. aggregates 

or indtidutJ grains. 



HOLE NO. 
1’ GRADES 

(original 2m sample) HOST OPAQUES 
(METRES) 

COMMENTS AU WHERE 

TS. NO. 
Au glt:Cu% 

OBSERVED 

90-628 (266.50) 3.45:0.425 Mottlsd greys, fine CPY - PY Medium to corn* Pyto 3mm. 30 micron grain in Py 
grained quartzo- 

11 
.>Mgf Py forms indiiduaJ grains end 

feldspathic with patchy cPY+PY- dbcontinous veins. Fractured 
chlorite (after biitfte?). 7-10% grains with Cpy inclusions and 
Numerous fine to coarse veinlets. fine to coaw Cpy 
dissem. aggregate and diem. grains. aggregates and 
veinlet suh?des. Patchy fine veinlets. Fine dissem. Mgt 
generally weakly in chlorite patches. 
magnetic, minor carb. 

go-630 (150.0) 8.150.532 Moderate mm. scale Variable Opaques are predominantly 
banding which is in 

12 
proporwns. fine diem. local aggregk.. 

composition. (fine) grain PY. CPY. Mat Some magnetlIe rich bands- 
s’ue and d&em. minor suedes. Other bands 
suKddoxide %. strongly cppto -Py Cpy. Py little Mgt. Cpy and 
magnetic. Significant minor Py occur in high angle 
and variable chlorite CPY+PY- veinlets. 
(after biotite?). 8-l 2% 
Fektspathic. Several 
hbh angle quartz and 
chlorite-carbonate 
veinlets. 

90630 (150.25) 8.15:0.532 Crude coarse mm Py = to .cpy Subhedrel diem. Py and 
banding fine grained aggregates up to lmm. Fine 

13 weakly magnetic. Minor Mgf patchy dkem. Cpy. Sparse V. 
Feldspathii wtih patchy fine dksem. Mgt. Some Cpy 
chlorite after biotite. Fine Cpy + Py - occm in bw angle OtzCarb 
bw and biih angle 3-6% veinlets. 
qu-, 
aarbonatwquartz 
wink up to lmm. 
Local Chl veinlets. 



HOLE NO. GRADES HOST OPAOUES 
[METRES) 

COMMENTS , AU WHERE 
(original 2m sample) OBSERVED 

TS. NO. Au g/t:Cu% 

30-630 (I 55.05) 8.19:0.535 StrOnQk Edtered arId fine P~cpy Mesh texhrres with Cpy and Py. 12-l 5 micron grain at 
Qrained. SiQ17ificWt 

14 
Py locally coarser to 1 mm cpy. Py contact. 

quartz, carbonate and Py 8-l% somsthes mm scsle (Coarse Py) 
biitiie (Cho. Seriziied cpy 2.3% aQQV3QetSS. ChUSer Py 
feldspar. Anketi fractures with Cpy veinlets & 
monate? pervasive Sparse Mgt inclusions. Cpy fine grained 
and narrow veins to mesh textures will Py (fracture 
2mm. contmllecf). No suh-des in cerb 

vein. 

9063.5 (140.15) X25:0.740 Dark cobured. fine PY - CPY Aggregates of fine Py. Cpy Ckrster Of 4 QW,inS 
grained and mod. total 5.8% 

15 
locafMgtupto2mm.Pyis between 4-30 microns 

magnetic. Pervasive, bcaOy coersw subhedrd to occur 6s inclusions in Py 
patchy fine bio6te. local @!I patchy 2mm with inclusions of Mgt. and at grein boundaries 
relict fine feldspar 1.5% Cpy. Local Au clusters. Sulfides in surrounding silicates. 
porph~tetires. are predom. diisem. local v. 
Lighter feklspathic fine Cpy frecture veinlets. 
patches 0.3mm grain Significant clmtets of fine 
size. l -2mm d&em. diem. Mgt outside of sulMe 
sulfide patches. areas Some Q&s are 

subhedral. bcal fine Cpy 
inclusions. 

90-635 (142.20) 3.36:0.680 Darkcobured. fine VEIN Weakly brecciated Py vein with 
Qrained and mod. Py>>CPY l-Zmm, bcallyfracture~ grains. 

16 maQnetic. Patchy v. fine cpy as veinlets, 
pervasive fine biitite, HOST inclusion and rims in Py. 
remnant fine feldsper PyrMgt-CPY Nearby l -3mm Py. Mgt grain 
porphyritfc texhves. aggregates. patches 0.3 to 
Patchy diisem. Sul6des. lmm grain size. Much finer 
One l-2mm wide TOTAL associated cpy. 
quati-carbonate-Py Py 54% 
vein. Local narrower * Cpy l-3% 

,I carb. veinlets at 90’ to 
this. 



iOLE NO. GRADES HOST OPAQUES 
:METRES) 

COMMENTS AU WHERE 
(original 2m sample) 

TS. NO. Au g/t:cux 
OBSERVED 

30638(133.70) 4.47 :0.940 Derk CObUmd. fine VEIN MgbsCpy VEIN Possible l-3 micron 
grained and pewaske Py dominates Core sres 0.1 to 0.4mm 

17 biitite with remnant fine 
grain at Mgt. Py 

marginal areas. dissem. Mgt with interstitial boundq in vein core. 
feldspar parphm carb, fine Cpy. Numerous Cpy 
temres. non magnetic. HOST inclusions local veinlets in Mgt. 
Cut by a lcm We cpyx-Py sparse Marginal areas sparse fine 
strongly magnetk. Mgt diisem. Py 
magnetite-carbonate cQy2-3% 
vein wfth fekfspar. qtz. HOST 
biotic. carb. envelope l -5mm patches of Cpy local 

subhedral Py. 

90-638 (143.40) 3.32:0.880 Mottled dark and hght PyAO.cpy Diiseminated and grain 

18 
greye. fine grained. >>MQl dustem of Py and Cpy. Py is 
patchy wk-mod. coarser up to 1 mm subhedral 
magnetic. Pervasive- grains. Cpy is predom. much 
patchy fine biotiie, Py+Cpy.S.E% finer. W&em. Mgt is finer still 

if remnant finelmed and patchy. Fine Cpy local Mgt 
feldspar porphyry inclusions in Py. 
textures. Local qh end 
carbonate patches. 
Fine. med. diem. 
.sulfides. local cubes of 
PY. 



IOLE NO. GRADES HOST OPAQUES COMMENTS AU WHERE 
:METRES) (original 2m sample) OBSERVED 

TS. NO. Au glt:Cu% 

30-640 (76.25) 1.5.6:1.120 Sulfide rich sample semi TRACHYTIC Sulfldelodde proportions One l-3 micron grain at 
massive areas. Outside AREAS- fine similar in both domains. 

19 
Py/Cpy boundary 

of these fine grained subhedti Pp Comer grains in sulfide 
fe!dspathic with trachytic finer anhedral domain. Cpy and Mgt occur as 
textures. Fine dikeem. Cpyr finer Mgt inclusions in Py predom. m 
biotite local fine suede domain. Some fine 
carbonate veinlets. subhedral Py along fine 
LoceJ large carbonate SULFIDE fractures in trachytic domain.. 
patches. SuMe areax AREAS 
have coarser biotic Py (coarser) 
laths, carbonate. quartz. .>cpy>>fine Mgt 
feldspar. 

30.640 (79.65) 1.5a:1 ,120 Mottled greys with fine CPF>PY Cpy aggregates up to 6mm 
breccia textures which bcally envelope Py 

20 overprinted by dksem. cubes (up to 0.5mm). Patchy v. 
sulfide patches up to cpy 5-7% fine dksem. Cpyocculs as 
6mm. Quarkfeldspar grain clusters throughout. 
and fine biotiie patches, Sparse v. fine diem. Mgt. 
local carbmete. 
Fragments are angular, 
matrix supported, rarely 
>lem. Suhides predom. 
occur in matrix areas. 
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